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Responsive website templates free download html5 with css3

With these powerful and highly versatile multipurpose website templates, you can create a striking and engaging online presence for any niche and industry. Regardless of their field, all businesses strive towards maximizing efficiency. By conserving resources and increasing productivity, profits will rise.
Even on a small scale, this golden principle applies. When it comes to website development, the tools, features, plugins and add-ons are limitless. A smart financial decision would be not to purchase each feature individually, but to find a package that includes as many essential features as possible. For
your information, multipurpose HTML templates can offer that service. Just like their name suggests, they can fill almost any role, and accommodate all market niches. Post navigation Skip to WordPress themes Skip to HTML templates In addition, when the landscape changes and the need for
modification arise, you need to make sure that your site won’t be left behind. Basically, a multipurpose theme is a lump of clay, ready to be shaped into something useful. This property of adaptability is priceless, in a time when technology and trends constantly threaten mediocre products with
obsolescence. Even multipurpose templates have their individual flavors and specific attributes, yet the core principle remains the same: no need left unsatisfied. From practical Mega Menus to fully responsive layouts, you will be able to use a broad toolkit as you strive for success. That being said, let’s
look at some of the best multipurpose HTML5/ CSS3 website templates. Explore 2.5 Million Digital Assets including 2020’s Best WordPress Themes 2M+ items from the world’s largest marketplace for HTML5 Templates, Themes & Design Assets. Whether that’s what you need, or you’re just after a few
Stock Photos – all of it can be found here at Envato Market. Best Multipurpose WordPress Themes Jevelin Jevelin is a WordPress theme of premium quality that will make your jaw drop! It is as versatile and flexible as you can think of and then some more. You will get it with tons of demos and an
incredible Drag & Drop page builder. Jevelin offers you incredible pre-built options for layout styles. Some of these are portfolios for showcasing projects and blogs to write. It is made with SEO optimization and over 40 shortcodes to make panel tasks easier to craft. Jevelin lets you play with multiple
headers and footers and lots of custom widgets. Set amazing galleries and slides with Slider Revolution plugin completely free! Social media sharing is possible for many platforms. Jevelin has a powerful MegaMenu and tons of advanced theme options. No coding will ever be necessary! This tool is made
for amateurs to respected page builders. It adapts to functions and the environment with ease. Jevelin is ready for business with WooCommerce plugin. It is also responsive and featured both boxed and full-width layout formats. A child theme will also be available. Solve all your possible doubts with its
custom support! Try it out with its online guidance both tutorials and detailed documentation! Give Jevelin a try today! More info / Download Demo Divi If you have a ton of stuff going on, all you need is Divi, a multipurpose website template. With over one hundred full website demos and a total of eight
hundred ready-made designs, Divi is a massive tool for anyone. On top of that, you could be a complete beginner or an experienced web developer, Divi is for both. It comes with a practical builder which simplifies the process of establishing your dream website. It is worth noting that you can use any
sample out of the box. However, with the codeless builder, you can also fully customize the look to your likings. Without the need to code, you can also create entirely custom-made layouts. Divi unlocks complete creative freedom, allowing you to edit it to the last detail. You can now choose the ready-to-
use layout and start enriching it with your signature style. The outcome will also be responsive, browser compatible, fast loading and optimized for SEO. More info / Download Demo Webify Webify is an outstanding, easy to use and super versatile multi-purpose tool for establishing pages for businesses,
bloggers, freelancers, agencies, you name it. With the available twenty ready-made samples, you can quickly kick off your project and have a website up and running with ease. Along with the page demos, Webify also offers all its users tons of internal sections, headers, footers, modules, blocks and
shortcodes. In short, Webify is a serious deal when it comes to building websites that stand out. What’s more, just like any other modern web design, Webify also practices all the current web development trends and regulations. The layout is 100% responsive and mobile-ready, in harmony with web
browsers and compatible with retina screens. Fast loading speed is also a guarantee for all Webify websites. Unlock yourself a new specter of possibilities with Webify and stand out a mile. More info / Download Demo Berserk Berserk is a multipurpose WordPress theme which gives you all the tools to
create different page variations. For instance, out of the box, Berserk ensures a speedy establishment of blog, portfolio, eCommerce, agency and construction websites to name a few. In the bundle, you will find a collection of twenty stunning demos accompanied by a whopping collection of two hundred
ready-made pages. Add your signature twist to the sample material and the options you have with Berserk all of a sudden become unlimited. Other goodies of Berserk include but are not limited to live theme, footer and header customizer, Revolution Slider, WPBakery page builder, WPML and child
theme amongst all the rest. Berserk is also optimized for outstanding performance, search engines and displays content beautifully on all devices and browsing platforms. Start your project the right way with Berserk and make a difference. More info / Download Demo Rogan Rogan is a nifty multipurpose
solution for crafting interest-sparking, clean and modern websites. Kick things off by choosing five outstanding demos and go after the creation of a page with confidence. With the samples alone, you can create sites for creative and SEO agencies, portfolios, as well as SaaS and app landing pages. In
addition to that, Rogan will release even more demos in the near future. You just import the sample of choice with a single click and you can already start the process. Other goodies of Rogan include light and dark header styles, over 150 total pages, Elementor drag and drop builder, more than one
hundred shortcodes and WOW and AOS animations. You can also use Rogan for selling different products and items online and for starting a blog. The options are there, just put Rogan into play and see the magic happen. More info / Download Demo Koral Koral is another remarkable, easy to use and
super powerful multipurpose website template with all the needed and then some. If you are just starting out, Koral is one fine solution to create a page that will have an impact on everyone visiting it. There are nine preset demos, but you can also do your thing with WPBakery page builder. Knowing that
you will never need to code, go ahead, start editing and customizing Koral to your needs and requirements like a champ. The design of Koral is, of course, 100% responsive; it instantly acclimatizes to all modern browsers and displays content beautifully on retina screens. You can also grab their attention
with any of the 320 slider templates. Make sure the first few seconds of their stay take their breath away and make them crave more of what you have to offer. More info / Download Demo Saasland Saasland is a serious competitor when it comes to multipurpose WordPress themes. However, this
particular solution is more or less exclusive to startup businesses. With the collection of thirty demos and more than 250 elements, Saasland offers you a broad range of material for you to consider. In addition to that, all layouts are additionally customizable with the drag and drop page builder, Elementor.
That’s right, even if you do not know how to code, you will still make great things with Saasland. Tons of header styles, mega menus, RTL support, search engine optimization, unlimited colors, WooCommerce compatibility, you name it, the list of features is never-ending. You also get Slider Revolution for
creating enticing slideshows that will spice up your online presence. Save yourself plenty of time and energy with the use of Saasland and start on the internet with a banging page. More info / Download Demo Cerato Building an eCommerce website becomes a piece of cake with Cerato. This
multipurpose WooCommerce tool is for everyone, regardless of the items you would like to sell. To get a better idea of what Cerato if capable of building, continue reading. You can use this web design for fashion, sport, cosmetics, furniture, jewelry, watch, food and wine stores, to name a few. Keep in
mind, you can easily go way beyond that, creating both niche and general eCommerce pages. After all, Cerato includes the Elementor page builder for quick and effortless adjustments. Still, there is an array more. Cerato is fully mobile-ready, making sure the shopping experience is top-notch, with as little
abandoned carts as possible. Header and footer builder, mega menu, instant search, product quick view, you get the gist of it – Cerato is a serious deal. More info / Download Demo Stash Stash is a multi-use WordPress theme. It’s designed to go well with all sizes or scales of business. It’s powerful, with
a strong heart on advanced typography options. But, in the meantime it is very easy to use because of its Visual Composer block builder integration. You can opt from more than 260 stylish blocks and 85 elements to construct your website in no time. Stash is so flexible that has more than 48 exclusive
layouts for any professional use you can take on. Customization is one of its strengths. Use dark or light skins, unlimited color pickers and Google fonts. Top this, with Slider Revolution at your disposal! Stash is integrated with the up-to-date plugins. It’s WooCommerce ready, giving to you the best product
selling experience. It’s translation ready for any language with WPML too. Stash is 100% responsive and retina ready, mobile friendly with Google Mobile. Essential Grid plugin will allow you to create full page slider animated in minutes. There are at least 15 readymade inner pages and video
backgrounds also available. Installation is a comfortable experience with its one-click demo install. Updates are guaranteed twice a month! Free support for six months! Don’t hesitate, buy it today! Buy Stash! More info / Download Demo Porto Porto is an ideal HTML template for those who appreciate
quality. You can use them for both portfolio and business web pages. Its professional and streamlined design maximizes productivity, while the responsive layout guarantees full mobile compatibility. Lack of customization is not an issue, given that users can access multiple layout variations and colors.
Using Bootstrap 3, you can construct over 35 beautiful HTML pages. The developers also implemented a fully-functional grid system. The layout is compatible with desktop computers, tablets, and smartphones. They also added Right to Left capabilities for languages such as Hebrew, Arabic, or
Japanese. Porto is also cross-browser compatible, and you can showcase it on high resolution Retina screens. This template represents the pinnacle of front-end development, and it seeks to maximize your performance while reducing the required time commitment. The source code is well-written, easy
to modify, and easy to maintain. If you experience any issue, do not hesitate to contact the support team. Their representatives are friendly, polite, and eager to help. Should you decide to buy both Porto and Porto admin, you will be able to extend your site’s capabilities. If you wish to sample this
innovative template, they added a free live preview available. More info / Download Demo Hongo If you are in the eCommerce space or plan to dive in, Hongo is the multipurpose WordPress theme to consider. You can use this tool for selling just about any products you want. Hongo easily adapts to any
niche and industry, even with the ready-made ten and counting home page samples. Of course, all are entirely editable, so you can quickly make your version. What’s more, Hongo also includes every necessary internal online store page, as well as many other excellent features. It is fully fluid so that the
mobile shopping experience will be great, too. Put your products on display and start boosting your business with Hongo. More info / Download Demo Essentials With a whopping collection of over thirty demos and more than 580 templates, Essentials is a massive WordPress theme that works for just
about anything. Agencies, restaurants, beauty businesses, apps, SaaS, startups, whatever comes to mind, Essentials handles it with ease. What’s cool about Essentials is that every sample comes in two versions, Elementor and WPBakery. Choose the one you fancy and go from there. The limits are
none when it comes to Essentials. You can use it as is or fine-tune it to the very last detail; the possibilities are endless. For your information, you can even set the width of your website. Enjoy the wicked bundle of outstanding amenities, aka Essentials. More info / Download Demo Front For anything
business-related, that’s when Front comes into play. With its clean, modern and simple design, the theme quickly adjusts to different aims and intentions. To use Front successfully, you do not need to be a pro coder nor designer. Front is beginner-friendly, so everyone easily gets the most out of it,
regardless of your past experience. Front is optimized for fast loading speed, SEO-friendly and perfectly in tune with all well-liked devices and web browsers. In short, the performance will always be outstanding. Moreover, if you ever plan to sell goodies online, you can do that, too, with Front. More info /
Download Demo Scape The multi-purposefulness of Scape offers you to approach the realization of very many different websites with confidence. With an array of sample material, you can build anything from portfolio and agency to app, blog, ICO and corporate, amongst many more different websites in
between. In short, the options and possibilities are pretty much unlimited with Scape. There is also the drag and drop page builder, which allows you to alter the out of the box look so that it suits your branding directions precisely. The hype is real. Some more specialties of Scape contain lazy image
loading, first-class loading speed and overall performance, Slider Revolution, unlimited sidebar variations, over fifty shortcodes and Google Maps. You can expect that this is still just a small segment of the entire package of greatness that Scape has in store. More info / Download Demo Best Multipurpose
Website Templates Qwilo Explore a universe of creativity by choosing Qwilo and make all the rest history. This multipurpose website template has a contemporary, elegant and cutting-edge look perfect for any online portfolio, agency, consulting or other business websites. Qwilo offers you an unrivaled
accessibility to craft terrific and customer-oriented pages. Moreover, Qwilo has a versatile, flexible and pixel-perfect layout that is suitable for all browsers and devices. It makes your content appear everywhere in the most professional way. There is still more. Qwilo features 22 front page layouts, over
thirty header styles and a whopping 230 pages which guarantee you the style that you need. Other assets of Qwilo include Revolution Slider, Magnific Popup, hover effects, reCAPTCHA code and Mega Menu to name a few. Of course, you can also start blogging with Qwilo and use the compelling blog
section for content marketing. More info / Download Demo XeOne We bring you a variety of multipurpose website templates to suit as many users and their needs as possible. If you are building a one-page layout website, you better waste no time and take a peek at XeOne. This sophisticated, advanced
and fully customizable tool is packed with numerous features to provide unlimited possibilities for your attention-grabbing webspace. And, like said before, you can also tweak XeOne however you fancy and make it follow your regulations. In the package, XeOne delivers over thirty pre-built demo layouts
and more than fifty page elements. With little work from your end, you can quickly and effectively create the exact page that you want. With a single page layout, you can spread your brand’s name and attract new potential clients to grow your online project to a new degree. You are closer than ever to get
this exact statement realized and put in effect. Start with XeOne and do things the original way. More info / Download Demo Mono When creativity meets multi-purposefulness, you get a remarkable tool for creating all sorts of pages, Mono. This multipurpose website template provides all the necessary
equipment and a whole lot of other traits that will enhance your creative mind and boost your internet appearance above and beyond. Basically, Mono has just about everything that you need and require in building your ideal website. If that is something the words cannot prove, you better see Mono’s live
preview and be impressed. In the bundle of website building stuff, Mono rocks over forty index page demos to choose from. There are niche and generic layouts, some super simple and the others a tad more complex, but there is surely something for everyone. Different headers and footers, portfolio
layouts, fifty different button styles and eleven page preloaders, the list of features, Mono has available, does not end here. Enjoy this excellent masterpiece and stand out from the crowd. More info / Download Demo Stylexpo Expose your stylish ideas with the help of Stylexpo. It is a powerful and
responsive multipurpose website template ideal for all sorts of eCommerce platforms. Stylexpo is very easy to work with as it is user-friendly with workable and organized HTML codes. Even if you happen to be a beginner, Stylexpo will still help you achieve your goals. Select from three different front
pages that are refined to perfection. See each live and be amazed by how much you can accomplish with Stylexpo. The template also has more than sixty HTML files, newsletter and category pop-ups, Mega Menu and a functional PHP contact form. Customizations are possible with this template to
assist you in putting your website’s brand value on top. The developers behind Stylexpo also provide free updates as a reward for your patronage. You will always stay relevant and fresh appearing online regardless of how far in the future we are looking. More info / Download Demo Huge While for the
most part, in this collection of multipurpose website templates, we mainly feature tools for crafting fully functional websites. However, sometimes, you will like starting the hype early, and if that is the case, Huge is the product you might not know just yet that you need. It is a sophisticated and highly
adaptable coming soon website template that will work with your business with ease. Huge does not just come with over 120 predesigned layouts, it is also effortless to work with for you to modify it to your likings. Huge is search engine ready, mobile and retina-ready, optimized for insane performance
and gives you all the freedom with your creativity. But for the most part, you will probably want to go with an out of the box version, maybe changing colors to your branding only. Either way, with Huge, you get them excited and hungry to learn more. Capture their emails for future marketing campaigns
and start with a bang. More info / Download Demo Angles Either you are building a one- or a multi-page website, you do not need to do it from scratch. In fact, you barely need to do anything after you gain access to the amazing multipurpose website template, Angles. This is a fine product stuffed with
great features and assets which you can take to your advantage. And that means, 25 pages, animations, hover effects, full-screen slider, sticky navigation and loads of other enticing details. It is all there, at your fingertips. Once you start working with Angles, you will immediately notice how simple it all is.
Indeed, Angles is a very newbie-friendly item optimized and organized to its full capacity. It ensures you a fun and entertaining experience setting yourself up with a fresh and novel web space that will help you scale your business and grow to the new heights. More info / Download Demo W-Shipping On
one side, W-Shipping is quite niche but on the other, a multipurpose website template for everything shipping, cargo and logistics related. That said, if you run any of those businesses, W-Shipping is clearly one of the best options you can go with. For a sophisticated and high-standard following website,
W-Shipping provides all the essentials and then some. You will see the magic happen once you unlock the door to a whole new horizon of possibilities. W-Shipping has two different home styles, as well as a boxed layout and an RTL version. There are 26 HTML files included in the kit of which all are
exceptionally simple to customize and edit with your ideas and content. Working contact form, SEO validated, blog section, login and registration forms, you name it and W-Shipping will deliver it. More info / Download Demo CloudSky Soar above the sky and the clouds with limitless opportunities
CloudSky has to offer. This multipurpose website template is ready and set for tech-related fields such as domain and web hosting businesses. It is an HTML5 template based on Bootstrap what guarantees full flexibility, mobile-readiness and cross-browser compatibility. In the kit, you also get WHMCS
template that is based on WHMCS v7.6. Not only that, a right-to-left (RTL) version is also included to cater to all customers around the world. Choose from ten default color skins with the handy color switcher and make CloudSky follow your branding instantly. CloudSky is simple and quick to customize,
so you do not need to stick to default layouts if you do not want to. Other features CloudSky includes are working domain checker and login page, live chat widget and an active contact form amongst others. More info / Download Demo Pofo Pofo is a multipurpose HTML5/CSS3 template with more than
25 demos ranging from corporate business to personal uses. It’s the best trade considering price/value analysis that you are going to find in the market. Investment is very low, but the creative possibilities are almost endless! Pofo has all the features and plugins that expensive templates have. It is well-
praised for its incredible flexibility, design and code quality. You count with more than 150 unique elements to make your website look beautiful. Pofo includes general purpose pages like About Us, Services, Contact, Team and Clients. You also get FAQs, Under Maintenance, Pricing, and 200 more for
other purposes! Pofo also has awesome fonts available (Google fonts, Themify and Et-line font icons). Third-party plugins include Slider Revolution, and it features WOW Animation. Pofo is responsive and Retina-ready for a perfect user experience, regardless of which device they are on. It is SEO-
optimized and cross-browser compatible. When you purchase Pofo, you are guaranteed a detailed documentation and professional online support system. Free updates are available, too! Your search for the perfect template ends here. Choose Pofo! More info / Download Demo LeadGen LeadGen is a
convenient and responsive HTML marketing multipurpose website template.  This template is a very flexible platform for putting together modern websites. Webmasters across the board can find in LeadGen a solution to their every need. LeadGen allows you to put together modern custom websites
overnight. With LeadGen you get over 32 custom-built demo websites you can deploy. With a single click you can set up shop online with sophisticated landing page websites. LeadGen is packed with plugins and tools for you to spruce up your every page. Engage your audience with seamless transitions
and animations. Fine-tune your website in minutes with sophisticated layout customization. Tons of options for customization are available through your admin panel settings. Deploy 300 different elements in thousands of possible combinations. With LeadGen you really get to make your websites your
own. Thorough branding is easy to accomplish with LeadGen at your side. The integrated page builder allows for extensive customization to your heart’s content. Craft effective websites and market your products and services to a massive audience. Get your content noticed with powerful SEO
customization capabilities. Commercial endeavors find in LeadGen a reliable framework for their every need. Check out LeadGen today, and find out! More info / Download Demo Intense Intense is fully responsive multipurpose HTML template that includes absolutely everything you may need to launch
your personal blog, a company website or an online store.  Thanks to loads of embedded features, it is extremely flexible and dynamic. With plenty of pre-loaded pages you can customize it the way you like to make it fit your needs perfectly. It goes with 4 home layouts, 30+ blog templates, 15+ portfolio
templates, 10+ e-commerce shop templates, different header and footer styles, event templates, various additional related pages. A great number of skins and colors, Google fonts and hover effects make it easy for you to create a unique website and to present your brand the best possible way. With
complex social integration, it is easy for your visitors to share the information they like and bring you more traffic. If you are a web developer, you will also appreciate advanced UI kit. Buying this theme, you also get all demo images included for free, which saves you some more money, and free lifetime
updates. The theme is extremely easy to install and customize even for the beginner. Still if you come across any questions there is always 24/7 support team available. They will help you overcome every problem and do everything to make your life as easy as possible. More info / Download Demo
Webster Webster is an incredible multipurpose HTML5 Template. It has the incredible ability to satisfy the needs of all kind of business websites. You will get a template that is unbelievable flexible, intuitive and visually aesthetic. Webster comes packed with lots of pre-made material. Play with +30
homepages, 220 template variations and 50shortcodes! You will even get more than 380 reusable UI components ready to use. All features were designed for fast performance and tons of flexibility. You will get a template filled with layout adaptations (headers, portfolios and blogs). Even 6 e-commerce
or shop layouts can be set! Webster comes with powerful integrations and add-ons like Toolkit and Ajax Contact Form. Font Awesome, Themify and Owl Carousel are also included. Webster offers dynamism and appeal with Parallax Backgrounds and Animated Skills Bar. Use premium plugins like Slider
Revolution to make beautiful galleries. Visual Editor and Mega Drop-Down Menu can be used to display services and pages. Save 40$ by only purchasing this template! What are you waiting for? You will get extensive documentation, W3C validated code and an outstanding support team. Use this
modern, fast loading, retina ready and vibrant template. Try it now with its incredible Cyber Monday deal! Try Webster! More info / Download Demo Massive Massive is a sprawling HTML template that has numerous useful features. There are 260 unique pages, and more than 50 variations for your home
page. It is basically a massive toolkit, allowing you to design a site that matches your personality. Despite its wonderful options, Massive remains easy to use and highly intuitive. From start to finish, a successful page can be created in just a few moments. It can meet the needs of any niche, including
corporate, general, creative, photography, portfolio, magazine, agency, hotel, restaurant, renovation, spa, ecommerce, fashion, Parallax, blog, events and app landing pages. Thanks to some recent updates, 70 layered PSD and 27 PSD mockup files were made available. In addition, two new demos were
included: travel and fashion. For your portfolio, Massive has 85 gorgeous portfolio page options. Employers will be impressed. This template offers more than 900 custom line icons, 150 shortcodes, 15 predesigned sliders, and 20 menu variations. In terms of visual customization, you can choose from a
limitless palette of colors. While most templates only offer a handful of demos, Massive has over 50 distinct demos. If you wish to sample its features without having to spend any money, be sure to access the live preview. More info / Download Demo Canvas Just like its name suggests, this multipurpose
HTML template is a blank canvas. It allows you to create a personalized experience that matches your vision. Canvas is powerful and practical, offering a diverse roster of UI elements. You will be able to design a unique and recognizable layout, custom tailored for your business. With so many gorgeous
one page demos, it has something for everyone. The layout is entirely responsive, and your content will be able to adapt to any device screen. Indeed, Canvas works well with laptops, desktop PCs, Smartphones and tablets. Users can choose from 10+ menu style variations, and the creators also added
15+ pre-designed headers. Of course, it is possible to design your own variations. Site owners can shift between page layouts with ease, facilitating the delivery of interactive content for site visitors. There are two main color schemes: Light and Dark. It is possible to change these themes by simply adding
a word to the body tag. This user-friendly approach seeks to accommodate all users, not just those with web development experience. For each product, you can select a different grid variation. It is impossible to exhaust your Options. For more information regarding Canvas, you can access the live
preview. More info / Download Demo Definity Definity is a minimalist, clean and adaptable HTML template.  Available both in one-page and multi-page formats, it conforms to the highest standards of web design. There are many customization options that allow you to create a page that matches your
vision. Pre-made content is also available, in the form of 20 unique demos. You can use this product for freelancer, design agency, personal portfolio, resume, wedding and fashion web pages. Over 70 HTML elements are available, in addition to some Light, Transparent or Dark bars for the menu. For
your portfolio, there is a large number of practical options, in addition to a Isotope portfolio filtering feature. The entirely layout is compatible with portable devices such as tablets and smartphones, making it fully-responsive. Basically, your site will work on any browser, device or operating system. Definity
has login pages, landing pages, styled 404 pages, maintenance pages and coming soon pages. For those who want to learn more about this product, the creators added a well-written documentation source. It can explain everything in detail, making you an overnight expert. You can access a live
preview of this template to sample Definity before committing to a purchase. More info / Download Demo Tejarat Any industry seems to offer immeasurable options, services and promos for luring clients. Worry not as Tejarat can showcase your unique platform, covering all your needs and then some.
This multipurpose website template has various viable designs to select from. To be more exact, Tejarat comes with fifteen demo pages, over 125 internal layouts and a collection of more than 150 UI elements. And that’s exactly what you would expect from such a powerful tool. Simply blend and
incorporate components and elements, edit color schemes and integrate features like sliders, online store, animations and blog among others. As far as the blog goes, you can incorporate it in any business website and use it for content marketing. Tejarat is truly user-friendly, which is why it has garnered
positive reviews from web creators. More info / Download Demo Pillar If you are searching for an excellent multipurpose HTML 5 template, look no further than Pillar. Modern and clean, the layout can be displayed on all devices. This product is fully responsive, as it has eliminated compatibility issues.
Pillar can be used for agency, corporate, creative business and ecommerce websites. It is powered by the latest version of Bootstrap, and it includes 31 gorgeous HTML templates. A dynamic contact form was included, along with multiple Google web fonts. There is no need to purchase other templates,
given that Pillar can adapt to any business niche, regardless of its specifications. Those who purchase Pillar will benefit from jaw-dropping Font Awesome icons, and cross-browser compatibility. If you are an inexperienced user, the installation process can be a very daunting experience. Thankfully, an
extensive documentation source was added. It is very user-friendly, offering to explain every element in detail. All Pillar features are tied together by an awesome Mega Menu. Users only need to hover their cursor above it, and its dropdown interface will appear. If you wish to sample this template without
having to spend any money, you are in luck. You can now make an informed decision, given that a live preview was made available. Template comes with a Variant Page Builder that makes custom website setup easier than ever. More info / Download Demo Pages If you are searching for a powerful and
adaptive multipurpose HTML5 web template, look no further than pages. This innovative product has many practical features, offering to expand any site’s capabilities. Despite being a singular product, Pages has 20 distinct web designs, all for the price of one. To succeed in any business field, you must
be able to construct a unique and recognizable brand. Pages incorporates more than 70 pre-designed blocks, facilitating page customization. Also, every element is constructed in the same manner, making it easy to incorporate it into other projects. Regardless of your needs, this web template has you
covered. The possibilities are virtually endless, as there is no limit to the amount of possible combinations. Every block can be combined with any other block. For a more modern feel, floating elements were included, each featuring some stunning Parallax effects. In addition, an impressive page slider is
available. These features add another layer of charm and interactivity to the visitor’s browsing experience. The layout of Pages is completely responsive, capable of working with desktop computers and hand-held devices. For more information regarding this product and its features, be sure to access the
live preview. More info / Download Demo Pivot Pivot is a versatile, multi-purpose HTML template that is based on Bootstrap. You can use it for education, business, portfolio, agency and resume web applications. Regardless of your business niche, Pivot has you covered. It should also be mentioned that
the layout offers full mobile compatibility, and it can work with smartphones, tablets, laptops, and desktop PCs. This template is ideal for those who wish to launch a new app landing page or product. It incorporates error and login pages, resulting in a professional experience for any user. It is one of the
most responsive products on the market, given the inclusion of the amazing Variant page builder. There are more than 70 content blocks. As you customize your template, you can combine and organize these blocks. Pivot has multiple color palettes, 4 contact forms, and 3 menu variations. Multiple page
headers are also available, in addition to some Swift Mailer email forms. For modern high resolution displays, Retina-ready icons were added. Users can enjoy a Lightbox gallery, and multiple PSD files. Less files were included, and Pivot can offer some working Instagram Feeds. For more information
regarding this gorgeous HTML template, be sure to access the live preview. More info / Download Demo Rhythm Rhythm is a modern and dynamic HTML template that refuses to be mediocre. It has many useful features, each implemented to increase your odds of success. It has an adaptable Mega
Menu, along with a Side Menu and Fullscreen Menu. If you have any questions regarding this product, feel free to contact the developers at [email protected] Rhythm’s commitment towards quality was acknowledged on Awwwards, which is one of the highest honors that an online product can receive.
The developers also made a WordPress, Joomla and Drupal version of this template. Thanks to some recent updates, Rhythm has received renovation and construction company demos, in addition to 3 distinct menu types. There are over 175 HTML files, and multiple page header variations. The
construction of an exceptional portfolio is very important, as it often reflects your professionalism and commitment. Thankfully, Rhythm has more than 40 portfolio pages. With this template, you will be able to impress any potential employer. Also, they implemented multiple blog pages. For your
ecommerce needs, you will get to enjoy catalog, product, and shopping cart pages. If you wish to sample Rhythm without having to spend any money, you can access the live preview. More info / Download Demo Foundry Foundry is a top-quality, adaptable HTML template that never ceases to impress.
You can use its vast roster of practical elements that you can suit for any occasion. In addition to a well-designed CSS and Less, the developers of this template used semantic and clean markups. Basically, Foundry can be a developer’s best friend. You can use it for personal, business or portfolio web
pages, since the applications are virtually limitless. As a site owner, you will be able to design an alluring and engaging landing page that uses original and consistent design components. Site construction has been greatly simplified due to the implementation of some meticulously crafted blocks. Using the
Variant Page Builder, every customer can design his/her dream site. You can experiment and blend ideas and design concepts, while exporting them directly to HTML. There is no need for junk code or inline style. In total, there are over 95 blocks, and 20 distinct niche concept homepages. Foundry has
added 100+ HTML template files, and every file is entirely responsive. Wide and Boxed layouts are available within a single body class. In addition, you will benefit from more than 1000 gorgeous icons. For more information, you can access the available live preview. More info / Download Demo
Disclosure: This page contains external affiliate links that may result in us receiving a commission if you choose to purchase mentioned product. The opinions on this page are our own and we don't receive additional bonus for positive reviews. responsive website templates free download html5 with css3
bootstrap. responsive website templates free download html5 with css3 2019. responsive website templates free download html5 with css3 for education. responsive website templates free download html5 with css3 jquery. ecommerce website templates free download html5 with css3 responsive.
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